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A Year in the Life
of a Winery
The perfect glass of wine begins in the vineyard, where
grapegrowers work with Mother Nature to tend their vines.
With a reverence for tradition and a passion
for the winemaking process, David Lucas and
Heather Pyle Lucas make exceptional wines.
Their credo is simple: let the wine reflect the
vineyard.
In the 1970s, David Lucas and his fellow colLucas is in charge of the vineyard itself and everything that
comes along with it. Once the
grapes are harvested, Pyle Lucas
takes the reins for wine production
and guides the crop to its full potential as a ZinStar wine. Together
they make a perfect team.
Their 3-acre ZinStar vineyard is
full of gnarled, 80-year-old Zinfandel vines, each with its own personality and grape cluster potential — Lucas even affectionately
refers to his vines by name. The
vineyard produces a high-class,
very delicate in structure, richly
layered ZinStar Zinfandel.
The vineyard produces 12 to 18
tons of grapes, depending on the
year. It’s a CCOF Certified Organic
vineyard, and the Lucases use a
variety of organic viticultural
practices, including natural pest
control methods and using cover
crops for a healthy soil. The winery is also 100% solar powered.
When Lucas returned to the Lodi area in the late 1970s, after several years abroad, he purchased
his own winery and started making wine. At the same time, he
worked for the iconic Robert Mondavi at Woodbridge Winery, where
he was in charge of Mondavi’s
grape supply.
Lucas credits his experience
working with the Mondavis for
growing his understanding of the
great wines and winemakers of
the world. He traveled with the
Mondavi family to Europe several
times, learning what the Europeans — who have produced great
wines for hundreds of years — do
in their vineyards and how those
actions influence the quality of
their wine.
“I was tasting the world’s really
great wines, and realizing that I
am not even close, but then asking
the questions and hearing the answers to the things that they were
doing in Europe — and in the great
vineyards in California — that influence the development and the
creation of really great wines,” Lucas said.
Lucas started using the knowledge he brought back with him
from Europe, such as removing
weak shoots from the vines.
Even the Lucas Winery barrel
room — or the Gran Chai — reflects the European influence on
the winery’s process. The barrels
are not stacked like at many wineries, but rest side-by-side in the temperature controlled room. It’s is a
different philosophy of allowing
the wine to rest and clarify itself.
The wine, when it first comes
out of the fermenters, can still be a
bit cloudy and have bits of yeast
and grape skins in them.
“Traditionally, those are just allowed to settle down to the bottom

leagues were making wines at home, aging
their vintages in plastic containers.
Four decades later, Lucas is growing worldclass winegrapes in his ZinStar vineyard,
working side-by-side with his wife and winemaker Pyle Lucas.

A worker trims the old Zinfandel vines at Lucas Winery in Lodi on Feb. 22, 2019.

WINE JARGON
Basal bud
The small bud located
at the base of a
grapevine’s cane or spur.
Bud
The undeveloped, primordial grape shoot, usually located along nodes of
a cane.
Cane
The mature, brown and
woody shoot of the
grapevine after leaf fall.
Canopy
The parts of the grape
vine above ground, in particular the shoots and
leaves.
Old vine
Ricarda Iuentura trims grapes for vine balance during cluster thinning at Lucas Winery in Lodi on
Friday, June 28, 2019.

Organic viticulture
A system of vine growing that doesn't use chemical fertilizers, herbicides
and pesticides.
Pruning
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The removal of unwanted or unneeded parts of
the grapevines. In winter
this usually involves removing the canes and
wood that is less is less
than year old.

About this project
For the past year, News-Sentinel
Chief Photographer Bea Ahbeck
has visited Lucas Winery, following owners David Lucas and
Heather Pyle Lucas and their employees from preparing the vines
for the growing season through
growth, harvest, crush and the
winemaking process. This is the
first of a three-part series on her
year among the vines. To view
more photos and video interviews
with Lucas and Pyle Lucas, visit
www.lodinews.com.

Wine produced from
vines that are notably old.

Spur
The one-year old wood
of a grapevine that is
pruned back to leave just
one or two buds to be used
for next year's crop of
grapes.
Heather Pyle Lucas walks in the vineyard as she and husband David Lucas distribute mealybug
destroyers on July 24, 2019.
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